The „Fleiss-Preis-Gute-Tat System“

U

nbelievable but true: there are
volunteers for cleaning the tiolett
and shower! There are volunteers that
get up at 5.30 in the morning. How is

that possible? The “Fleiss-Preis-GuteTat System” is coordinating the goal of
the scouts to do a good deed every day.
We are coordinating these tasks which
are important for the success of the
scout camp. In this challenge the scouts
compete for a unique neckercheif which
is specially produced of the finest
English cloth with a fabulous design.
The groups can take a flag with the
same design home when they work very

hard. It is not given out every evening.
On Saturday night the “Pumas”of
Pöchlarn had the most points. Julia
Schweighofer, Lucia Strasser and
Daniela Strasser were very ambitous.
Many other groups, for example „4
Kepab und 1 Vegi“ were close behind.
We thank all the kids for their
enormous support at the scout camp
„Yoland 2009“.

I

t happened at Thursday night in the
darkness. The opening had just finished when our camp leader Kathi wanted to take down all the flags. She was
working on all the group flags when she
suddenly found out that the „Yolandflag“ was missing. An eye witness reported that
she had seen
a dark figure
from Hollenstein with an
orange piece
of cloth ...
. On Friday
night we got
a letter with
conditions
to get the
flag
back.
These conditions should be met by
Saturday night. Let‛s see how this story
will end...

Some gossips

CaEx on „Hike“

Y

esterday brave CAEX from Ybbsitz
went on a several days hiking tour in
the area around Hohenlehen. The kids
started at the scout camp and went to
Seeburg, Bauernboden and St. Georgen where they stayed overnight on a
Vienna scout camp. On the second day
they went to Göstling from where they
went via Siebenhütten to Kitzhütte to
stay there for the night. Today they
are expected back. On this challenge
which is called “Hike” the kids walk on
their own. On the camp you can book
these hikes at the “travel agency” at
the Marktplatz. The kids can choose
between 16 routes which are different
in lengh and difficulties.

Out of no where...
....they built the festival hall and
whole market area. The building troup
started on Saturday morning, August
1st . Hias Pechhacker and his team built
up the festival hall with an area of 200
m² out of 400 m of logs. The wooden
frame is 5.70 m high. 20 strong men
and women helped. This was the start
of the market area. Richi worked on
the gate of the camp. The 12 flags
from the participating groups wave
around this gate. The gate was finished
with the scout lily in special thred
technique. By the way, Richi is looking
for female help in his leading function
for the Ybbsitz Guides and Späher.
If you are interested send us your
application to the “Sackgasse”.

Yoland-Blatt

Robbery at night

...the postman was „fensterln“ (looking
for ladies)...
...the men from the hike team are sexy
without T-Shirts!
...there is the gossip that Gstettenhofer Anna likes guys from Neuhofen!
...there is the gossip that a group comes
stealing the flags on Monday
...in the „cuddling-Jurte“ a string thong
was found!
...2 female singles are looking for camp
fire romance

The daily schedule

7.00 am wake up
7:30 am breakfast
9.00 am start of the program
11.00 am you get lunch ingredients
12.30 pm lunch
1.00 pm start of the program
3.30 pm start of „Fleiß-Preis System“
5.00 pm you get dinner ingredients
6.30 pm dinner
evening program
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Yeah! We are at Yoland ´09!

B

etween August 6th and 15th, some
400 boy scouts and girl guides from
Hollenstein, Ybbsitz, Waidhofen an
der Ybbs, Kematen/Gleiss, Aschbach,
Amstetten, Wallsee, Pöchlarn and
Weymouth/ England are camping in
Hohenlehen near Hollenstein. Together
they are celebrating „Yoland`09“, a
district scout camp organized for the
2nd time after 1999. Two years ago,
a team of scout leaders have started
the organization of the camp. On
the camp site a village with an entire
infrastructure, including tents, cooking
places was set up and will be used for
the next 10 days. Members of different
Senior Scouts Members are taking care
for the meals for children and the camp
staff. Some 100 persons are voluntarily
working to facilitate the camp for the
boy scouts and girl guides. Kathrin
Stelzmüller from Amstetten, who is
responsible for the camp, says: “Besides

Words of the camp chiefs:

having fun, playing games and spending
a few easy going days on the camp it
is especially important to make new
friends, to overcome cultural borders

Welcome dear visitors!

T

Dear boy scouts and girl guides!
After taking part in a number of scout
camps throughout our scouting career
it is a great pleasure for us to be
responsible for the organization of
„Yoland `09“. To see how creative and
sometimes even crazy ideas for the
camp were brought to life reassures
us to be scout leaders. We are also
very happy that members of all 10
scout groups of Yoland and our friends
from Tirol, England and Switzerland
are present at this camp. I hope all of
you can experience fun, action and new
friendships during “Yoland ´09”. Kathi
Stelzmüller and Günter Reichenpfader.

and to live the idea of scouting and
guiding.”

oday is visitor‛s day at “Yoland `09”
and it is our pleasure to welcome you
on the camp site. Visitor‛s experience
our camp and join us for a day. After
you have been shown parking spaces,
there will be a service in the festivity
tent at 10 am. Parents can deliver clean
clothes for their children. Friends
and visitors chop wood together with
the scouts. A lot of scouts who don‛t
participate on the camp are visiting us.
There are even scouts from Wattens
and Wels, and everyone will experience
the special flair of a scout camp. To
feel how the kids feel taking part in
the camp the visitors can fulfill some
tasks in the “Pfadfinderkirtag” that
was prepared for you. As participation
fee there are so called “Yolandtaler”
available at the info point. 4 Euro are
valid 20 “Yolandtaler”. Meals are served
next to the market place, and drinks
are available in the festivity tent.

